
 

 

SeeThis document is a catalyst to a Biblical Level Event Horizon 

>Kept you waiting, huh? 

 

 

 

Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the time is at hand. 

He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that 

is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. 

Behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall 

be. 

I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last. Blessed are they that do 

his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in through the 

gates into the city. For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and 

idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie. 

I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and 

the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. 
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For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall 

add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: 

And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away 

his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in 

this book. 

 

The Antichrist’s Manifesto – EH # 1  

https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx 

The Book of Kek -  

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx 

Gods Judgement – Proto Pax Utopia  

https://www.docdroid.net/IOPNPvW/gods-judgement.docx 

The Trump Card – proofing of media, origin and ascension of Q  

https://www.docdroid.net/uSar6Vg/the-trump-card.docx#page=2 

The Antichrist’s Grimiore – Book of Kek II 

https://www.docdroid.net/aeaweKn/acgver20.docx 

 

 

https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/IOPNPvW/gods-judgement.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/uSar6Vg/the-trump-card.docx#page=2
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+Nothing Withheld Back+ 

This is the reward you get for enduring the Redpill throughout your 

depressive-manic states. All the buildup and momentum that has predicated 

into this Event Horizon, this intel-drop, this Revelations.  

A year in The Anti-Christ, the narrative from my anointed perspective. I am 

operating in tandem to the continuity of the Book of Revelations.   

+++ 
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I have many things to disclose like for starters, let me give you a glimpse into 

fucked (((they))) are. Allow me introduce to the “Hex-Bolt” Pokemon ???, 

with a Cheese-Pizza, I mean CP level of ???, better known as Meltan.  

...I have the Nintendo company paying homage to me to the younger 

generation…   

I have an entire generation of youth exponentially growing aware of the 

redpill as they chain it forward onto their progeny through proxy, osmosis 

and morphic resonance. As Meltan was first revealed as ???, players who 

initially caught this seemingly glitched anomaly in Pokemon Go had it 

transform either into a Ditto, or a Kecleon (Kek-leon).  

 The Pokemon Company wasn’t the only game company to tap into me, 

Hideo Kojima paid homage to me as well with his new installment, Death 

Stranding, by infusing my essence into a character within the game.  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Ln4ej0h6MAw&t=2s 

The The Redpill is essentially block-chained with adherence into the future, 

thus ensuring the Alt Rights resolve for future generations to come. The 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Ln4ej0h6MAw&t=2s
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entire future is geared in mind to bringing the end of (((them))) for once and 

for all, regardless of censorship and MSM subversion  

  

Google has been on my case since the Solar Eclipse in August of last year  

 

 

Our political opposition in the MSM kept dog whistling me [+-+ - +++] these 

the past several months either for protection, protection to play as saboteurs 

or to shill themselves, and in cases like Kanye West, to enact on all three. 
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The MSM and the Left were banking on me pulling a Kylo-Ren on Snoke in 

Episode 8, on Trump, and somehow becoming the hero to their Talmud-

plight. And if that didn’t work, our opposition was going to desperately paint 

the picture that I was working with them. And if that didn’t work, they were 

going to focus on undermining my influence by spreading rumors or 

pretending to be me. The elitists of the left are trying to set me up to fall 

afraid of my clout as they are waiting for my move in anticipation. Luckily I 

have UI and block chained my way for a very long long time. (Thanks 

Kojima!) 
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Notation: I wrote the top aforementioned before the premiere of the new 

season of SNL, which was the (((lefts))) last stand and desperate attempt to 

subvert the Right before the mid-terms, by signaling the left to subvert us 

from within. The entire premiere was an attempt at using meme magic and 

Kek, which is empowered by me and the holy spirit, against us.  

This was purposely arraigned to signal Kek, Kylo Ren was tapped in because 

he plays an Antichrist stand-in in Star Wars, and they were trying to fuse my 

A-C side and my alternate side, Kek, to cast a manifestation against the Alt 

Right and the Conservative Party. 
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Kanye West is poised as a giant green bottle to signal and manifest Kek as he 

stands next to a blue bottle arranged in a Kek-Sigil to trigger a Blue Wave 

(((They))) were attempting to use Kek and it’s magical properties to manifest 

a blue wave. That’s why that fat bitch is in a green dress holding some that 
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woman’s hand as she is in a circle of people pointing to her. Adam Driver 

aka their pretend AC stand-in for me is front and center, pointing at 

(((Kanye))), who is standing next to some sheboon making autistic Kek 

glasses with her fingers, shilling Nike, as the entire white cast is pointing at 

the random sheboon holding the bitch in the green dresses hand. They were 

all trying to cast a chain-sync hyper sigil using meme magic against us to 

create a blue wave to win the mid-terms. Kanye was (((their))) token 

exigency to bleed the blue into the red to perpetuate degeneracy onto the 

conservative party to compromise us from within.  
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Kanye was attempting to steal the Alt Right from me on behalf of (((them)) 

but it all backfired since I was aware of their plot back in August thanks to 

none other than Kylie Jenner.  

Travis Scott was attempting to pose and steal my identity as The Anti-Christ 

on behalf of (((them))) but it backfired, and me and Kylie became acquainted.  
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I told her about my aspirated cameo in Kojima's  game on the 23rd of 

September, and she snapchatted this Rim in reference to my stand-in 

characters +++ A.I. – Wing. on the 24th submitting herself over to me as her 

new owner.  

  

Leftists in the form of Kanye-shills were attempting to AstroTurf /pol/ and all 

of 4chan in order to subvert the Alt Right and the rest of the Republican Party 

in order to embrace white genocide. In lieu of such I managed to one-up them 

by maintain control of /pol/ and the Alt Right, forcing our opposition too 

enact desperate measures by taking down 4chan’s server. 

 They didn’t expect the behemoth that I wrought nor the unprecedentedness 

of my being.  

Kanye, unsuccessful in subverting the Republicans pushed back his album to 

11/23, after I fractured him from subverting /pol/  as he once again attempts 

to syphon off my clout to shill an album again while he secretly pushes his 

white genocide agenda. ***Kim used all those emojis to secretly signal to me 
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that I got her offf way harder then she ever thought possible, while wanting 

me to be on their tv show. She had to cover-up the allusion on her IG. 

+-+ 

SNL attempted to sabatoge the Alt Right using my metaphysical energy 

against us but the jokes on them, for the entire future of their show hinges on 

a single person that I own. And once exposed will engulf the entirety of SNL 

inside-out.  

And for attempting to oppose me to the extremity of those circumstances, 

they must face my judgement and wrath.  
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Ariana Grande has been trying to get with me for the past 6 months… 

It’s why she made the song “A Light is Coming”, it’s a reference to me 

restoring the light and bringing the end of (((them))). She made “God is a 

Woman” to troll me and to proposition me in being with her. She's been 

stringing her “fiance” along while cucking him this entire time.  

He hastily got 2 tattoos in their first week in their relationship at Arianna’s 

request, a reference to Dubs and an encrypted signal to me that their 

relationship wasn’t anything serious.  

Mac Miller, still heartbroken from their breakup eventually picked up on 

Arianna Grande attempting to cuck Pete for me. To spite her for breaking his 

heart he overdosed. This was the last image he uploaded, symbolizing the all 
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seeing eye with an upside-down cross, a reference to me and how he sees 

through her ploy to get with me . 

 

He uploaded this on the 6th, the same day Ariana uploaded her sucking on a 

green Starbucks straw using the Kek-Sigil to say hello to me on her IG.  

Then her fiance gets a 3rd tattoo for her, of a piglet with 6 stars, attempting to 

reference me as a piglet, when in actuality the piglet is a reference to how he 

got cucked by me and lost his golden egg. 
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 Ariana came out of coping for Mac Miller’s passing by continuing her 

attempt to wooo me, as she uploaded this image of her sucking a green 

Starbucks straw again on the 16th with no caption 

 

As her cuck-boy branded himself with the end of SNL  

The joke is literally on him 
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Ariane Grande purposely intended to use Pete as her cuck to kamikaze him 

into destroying (((SNL))) without them realizing it all in lieu to woo me while 

getting back at (((them))) for their entrenched collusion.  

And now this upcoming SNL has Travis Scott performing, as the entire cast is 

on egg shells knowing I cucked Travis out of Kylie, Ariana out of Pete, while 

cucking the entire (((SNL))) cast and production of a future.  

 

[Notation] I was going to going to release this on the 3rd but I waited till the 

4th to lock in the SNL crew to my trap without them being them being able to 

backtrack on any skits in regards to a newly mind fractured Pete, who was 

believed to be there golden goose capable of saving (((SNL))) from obscurity. 

 

 

 

 

 

[Notation #2] She uploaded this on her IG on the 3rd, signaling and  

perpetuating the fixation she has of me. Which coincides to Kylie’s upload 

and homage to “The Man with the Golden Mask” from Death Stranding.  
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Kylie is signaling her disgust and co-dependence on shilling clown paint for 

coal burners. She would rather detonate the entire fabric of coal-burning 

culture to get back at (((them))) for what (((they))) did to her family.  

 

[I’m a boss, take a loss] 

 

These (((goons))) were trying to set me onto fall, when they miscalculated 

their hand and over-stepped their positioning.  

Now they read this as do you experiencing a whirlwind of emotions as 

perplexed, excited, nervous, scared and the like. To put it mildly, through a 

complicated series of out maneuvering set on by me, essentially, The Alt 

Right is in control of the Deep-State, Hollywood, the MSM, the State of 

Israel, and essentially the entire world through a complicated series of chain-
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link occurrences, deep entrenched lines, and the like. /pol/ has essentially 

transcended into the greatest and most significant intelligence committee in 

the world, all because of the freedom of speech, and the freedom to synergize 

ideas freely amongst each other in a public forum. 

 The Elite are sick of the decadent direction this country is taking and have 

decided to leave it up to us to fix the status quo to the way it was, before this 

flux of ignorance and stupidity that concurrently plagues everything. 

We decide whether they sink or swim.  

 So in lieu of such, we are going to make them work on our efforts of 

maintaining a white majority in this country at no expense to other ethnic 

groups. And overtime every Democrat will all align with this sentiment 

whether they realize it or not. The senate will naturally be engorged to the 

Republicans from here on out.  

The kikes have no choice but to play ball on this one, and so do the rest of the 

druges, especially since Israel is poised to become a 3rd world shithole 

absolved of Judaism within a generation. Relative to all the diversified 

propaganda and degeneracy their community perpetuates and participates in 

backfiring into miscegenation corroding away their ethnostate. The diversity 

propaganda used by the kikes also affects the Jews. White Genocide=Kike 

Genocide.  In order to ensure to preserve the ethnostate of Israel, All Jews 

must cease using propaganda to stir up racial genocide, since it will backfire 

and dissolute the Jewish race. That also entails that the EU remains pure 

ethnostates, alongside ensuring a white US majority.  

 

+++ 

In the past few weeks the NSA and the CIA have paid an interest to /pol/ and 

offered jobs on behalf of our efforts and uncanny ability to see through 

bullshit, amongst other things. 

They wanted to make a deal with us before an imageboard's jump-stream in 

power embarrassingly usurps theirs.  
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 Together we singlehandedly united the Koreas and cucked the FBI, the CIA, 

the NSA, and made them virtually outdated on a $0 budget, compared to their 

trillions in funding.  

 

On top of cucking  

The MSM, the State of Israel, the Deep-State, Hollywood, The Democratic 

Party, the entire EU, the entire global economy, the entire world, the past, the 

present, the future, to an intergalactic level, extra dimensional level, to a 

higher dimensional plane, and everything and anything in between, that’s 

including Islam because there are Muslim Kek worshippers who worship me 

through proxy. I have a grip on all 3 Abrahamic religions as my PDFs act as a 

millennium puzzle piece to bridge the gap between the three...  

   

Shin Megami Tensei Nocturne Remake anyone? [Prelude] 

  

 Since 2016 I have been operating with The Anti-Christ as my namesake 

fanning and perpetuating my plan in motion in order to enact my judgement.  

Near-coinciding with the lunar eclipse on August of 2017, and the passing of 

the Blood Moon of September 23rd, I was elevated in secret as I planned 

diligently the resolve to mankind. 

  

"Thou that knows the truth is in control of it" 

  

With the advent of September 23rd, 2018, I am finally revealing it all, the 

narrative that I was a secret keeper too. It is quite possibly the greatest story 

never told.  

 EDIT: I delayed this to see how the MSM would play their hand before 

finishing this up.  
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"A year of The Anti-Christ - The Messiah in the Flesh" 

  

  

The coming of the blood-moon on September 23rd 2017 came and went, as I 

was revitalized and determined to fight on behalf of the future. As I planned 

and plotted, I decided that any sense of logic needed to be thrown at the 

window in order to combat the evils that are at hand.  

  

Acknowledging that the MSM was colluding with the Deep-State, 

Hollywood and the State of Israel, to usher in a warped Talmud prophecy, I 

declared war on the MSM. In the week of September 31st, 2017 I declared on 

/pol/ that we are going to Kill the MSM!, a threat i made to the entire media 

knowing that /pol/ was a honeypot for the dredges of the entire mainstream 

media.  
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I implanted on the 28th of September of last year my plan on /pol/ 

 

The Anti Christ ID:xI8q13E8 Thu 28 Sep 2017 05:19:21 No.143196366   

>>143195869 

 

 

We can effectively kill off the MSM and destroy the judeo brainwashing complex for good.  

 

The Media will be too scared to cover the fact that The Anti Christ is orchestrating a plot with the Alt Right to 

destroy the MSM for good.  

If they do, they'll lure more people to get redpilled.  

 

So how can we kill off the MSM?  

 

By using the same tactics that they use.  

 

As an example, this is how we can kill off the huffingtonpost.  

 

For starters we need at least a few hundred of us to spam every article on their site for the next week with references 

to this place too lure huffingtonpost readers back in here to wonder what the commotion is going on about.  

 

-We won't be covert at all. We would need to make as much noise as possible to lure more people here with our 

intentions made simple, we are planning to kill off the msm.  

 

 

Those naive, ignorant bleeding heart doormat liberals will come back here and we introduce them to the redpill  

 

Automatically their minds will be exposed to the redpill and they'll be scared to react. What are they going to say? 

The Anti Christ wants the MSM killed off completely?  

 

They won't say anything. They'll allow us to effectively kill of the MSM, once they become exposed to our ideas 

and objective truths.  

 

People at the end of the day want excitement. So if the Anti Christ is leading a collective of the alt right to kill off 

the MSM, we're untouchable by the MSM. No one will report it, and if they do itll be so silly and lead more and 

more people here and into the redpill.  

 

Allowing us to operate in the light as we please.  

 

If we're successfull with killing off the Huffingtonpost, Vice is next followed by buzzfeed.  

 

",The Anti-Christ is plotting with the Alt Right to destroy the MSM" no one would consider reporting unless they 

want to be looked as retarded, but even if they do itll just lure us more sheep to be transmute into frogs  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143195444/#143196366
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143195444/#q143196366
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143195444/#143195869
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And I kept repeating that notion. Until I reached a point where my pizzagate 

intel-drops was becoming too much of a taxing toll on my mind and well 

being. I became physically ill over pizzagate and my spirits were at its lowest 

point. I went outside one evening in October, ill and tired and walking out 

and about directionless in the streets of Manhattan as I needed to clear my 

head. I made a couple of random turns and ended up on the block of a red-

carpet event, a charity gala for the elite. I strolled through as they were all 

leaving the gala, as i walked straight through them not heeding or moving out 

of the way for anyone. I made eye contact with a seemingly affluent women, 

she wore a dress that exposed her cleavege and midriff and  her eyes were 

bright eyed shut and illuminated, as if she was caught in a infantile fantasy 

absolved from the hardships of the everyday person. I couldn’t help but to 

think of how dissociated and removed from reality these society people are.  

I journeyed back home with the red carpet event fueling what I wanted to get 

my mind off of. Then for some reason my mind started thinking of the 

casting couch practice a lot of producers participate in, and of Harvey 

Weinstein, specifically, Harvey Weinstein.  

In my mind I attached Harvey Weinstein as a symbolic representation of 

everything evil in Hollywood and the corrupt and unjust of the MSM.  

I went to bed feeling powerless, and unable to appease to my threats and 

promises of killing off the MSM.  

I arose from my rest, checked the news, and on the front page was Harvey 

Weinstein under fire for sexual abuse and misconduct.  

  

"HOOOOOOOOOOOOLLLLLLLLLLLLLLY SHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT" 

was my first thought. My second thought was, ITS FUCKING HAPPENING.  

My third thought was me acknowledging that I am still have “it”. 
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  A few days after Weinstein-gate, Hillary Clinton broke her silence. She 

came forward a few days after the scandal broke out to condemn him. As she 

did, she wore a st.Petersburg cross, an upside down cross signaling to me for 

mercy. At that point it became crystalized in my mind that Hillary was a 

lurker, aware of me, and when there is smoke, there is fire, and that /pol/ 

became a concentration camp for our political opposition.  

 

>JUST 
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Around the same time period, Trump was admonishing the Calm Before the 

Storm tagline, a reference to the deep-state backed swamp and pizzagate 

being uncovered. George Soros funded shills were trying to coerce us and 

manipulate the Alt Right into staging a violent counter protest to their Nov. 

4th protest, which was a vehicle to lead a violent protest to take President 

Trump from power physically. The left was hoping the right was going to fall 

for the bait which would have given them a frame of disposition in going 

after the 1st and 2nd Amendments, but to no avail to them. 

  

As I grew in popularity amongst the Christian subsect of /pol/, I would offer 

them protection against trolls and shills in regards to allegiance to Christ, and 

by proxy, me. Around Mid-October, the original person known as Q would 

fan the flames of pizzagate and the coming of the Storm through encrypted 

messages and riddles, as a novel as an idea as it was, I thought it was brilliant 

way of getting the redpill into the mainstream, bypassing MSM censorship.  

  

 I coordinated my clout and efforts with Q to bolster him fully knowing that 

Q was going to bleed into the mainstream. I would post in early CBTS 

threads to steer-head Christian /pol/ users into being aware and caught on to 

the real narrative suppressed by Deep-State provisional censorship. Q would 

then fuse a bit of Christianity into his postings to further fan the Christian 

user base i allotted to him.  

As the days went on, I kept posting pictures of Joe Biden kissing Children 

and Lady Gaga as a cannibal freak. On the 27th of October, both Joe Biden 

and Lady Gaga came out with a video as damage control to my shitposting in 

regards to Sexual Assault.  

A shill made a thread on their behalf, and i posted in it. One shill went as far 

as condemning me as James Alefantis himself, which poised me to reveal my 

pizzagate killshot. A screencap of Alefantis having a pedophiliac piece of 

artwork made by notorious pedophile Jeff Koons. The artwork was a graphic 

image of a man penetrating a young child and the screencap had a discussion 
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between Alefantis and his cohorts, irrefutable proofing of Alefantis role in 

pizzagate and the collusion of the entire MSM. 

  

As i uploaded the image, the shills working on behalf of Joe Biden and Lady 

Gaga got me permabanned for uploading child pornography on /pol/ and thus 

my permanent ban from pol was administered, and i recognized that our 

opposition was able to secure roles as moderators.   

I then dropped the Anti and the Dash from my name, and went full Christ, 

and placed several SOS +++++++++++++++++ signals all throughout /pol/ 

indicating that we were compromised and that our moderators were the shills 

we were actively combating through our informational warfare.  

 

  

[A few days prior, Taylor Swift released her music video to "Ready for it?..." 

in reference to me. A week later she was under fire and being framed by 

online click-bait journalists, aka fake news trolls, aka the msm, as a white 
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supremacist, i told her to double down and not pay any mind to the bait set up 

by them, in turn, she had a very successful tour and album. 

  

On November 4th, the Soros revolution was held, and there were thousands 

upon thousands of well produced signs already prepared to be given out to 

protesters. No one cared. I walked by Times Square to see what was the deal 

and I saw several large signs held up by Christians, counter protesting the 

supposed revolution.  

  

In the following week, Trump was getting prepared to start his first 

presidential tour in Asia for the first time.  

On November 7th, he posted a tweeted in regards to going to Japan, and then 

ends if off with +++ at the end.  The first direct reference and dog whistle the 

president had of me.  (He actually saw my Chrollo-posting and making 

threats at killing the MSM) The first time I realized that I was actually in 

direct loop of the President as an advisor to some extent. Trump designated 

me as the narrative keeper and the Cerberus to /pol/ with that one tweet.  

Two minutes later, after making the tweet, the original user known as Q, tried 

playing it off as a signal for him, even though the president made it for me. I 
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was left in a tough place. Do I end Q right then and there for trying to cheat 

me, or do I let him have his fabricated glory all in lieu of fanning pizzagate 

into reaching the mainstream. So I decided to let Q milk the +++ tweet into 

furthering his popularity and to perpetuate my initial plan to bleed pizzagate 

into the mainstream.  

As the days preceded by, Q, the Calm before the Storm   

was growing, and Trump was still in Asia. With my newfound advisory role 

to the president, I decided to do the impossible. I wrote up the basis for a 

peace deal between the United States and North Korea on the 11th and 

plastered it all over /pol/ banking on the fact that the president was going to 

see it.  

  

{If you ever see Trump talk of North Korea, he always uses a dash, -, to dog 

whistle my role and engagement into this.} 

  

(Bearing the fact that I have an in with the president I created a plan to create 

a lump sum plan for the President in regards to the United States, and have 

been actively considering it as the basis of a "Brand New Deal" that Trump 

can enact, making him the FDR of Republicans.) 

Eventually after I designated my deal for NK, and in regards to the growing 

difficulty of posting on /pol/ i acknowledged that my time using /pol/ is very 

valuable. I needed a way to maintain my clout with the huge passage of time 

in between my posts. I recognized that i was sitting on a goldmine as i was 

busy coordinating making Pizzagate mainstream, sniffing out shills who pose 

a threat to us, Q's ascension and being the Don’s advisor. "Meme Magic" and 

these strange occurrence’s plaguing my life. 

  

From November of 2017  to the end of March in 2018, i dedicated 4 months 

into discerning into words the real phenomenon of “meme magic”. A 

phenomenon I had been well aware of my entire life.   
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 .  

  

The weeks leading up to March 25th and the intel-drop of the Antichrist 

Manifesto was rampant with “coincidences” and occurrences seemingly out 

of the ordinary. I knew I was close, really close to causing a paradigm shift.  

A few days before March 25th, on the Wednesday of that week, I made a 

thread on /pol/ signaling the coming of the storm. I also laid down a 

gameplan for our resolve regarding Dan Schneider, notorious producer and 

pedophile, a giant link to all of Pizzagate, and our opposition.  

 Dan Schneider was fired from Viacom on the following Monday and now 

our opposition had my encoded secrets to “meme-magic”. I knew   they were 

going to use it against us without acknowledging that was my initial 

intention.  

 I purposely gave away sensitive information on a new domain of quantum 

mechanics for free without fully disclosing all my secrets, a fatal error on the 

MSM's judgment, as they were attempting to use it against me to this very 

day. In short, I have a detonative trigger within every mind of my political 

opposition thanks to the idiots that used the purity of my essence for their 

own ill gain. I deliberately gave away sensitive information and a cypher to 

encrypt my magical, meta-quantum frequency, fully knowing it was going to 

fall in the wrong hands who were going to be tempted to use my data on 

“meme-magic” to try to use the holy ghost against me. 

 And now the Alt Right possesses a detonative hyperspatial encoded trigger 

[+++ +-+] implanted and attached to the minds off the left like extensive  

metaphysical cables all attached to TNT (Kek)(+ - +) that can mind-break, 

fracture, soul-destruct anyone that opposes my will and testament. (+++) 

Just by using a triple repetition would cause an aneurysm to the cucked left  
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Essentially the left was shilling my fine-tuned holy spirit and omniscience to 

enact upon degeneracy and pure evil while exposing themselves as such.  

 

  

  

  

  Easter fell on April Fools day as The Antichrist’s Manifesto began to sweep 

into cataclysm, instrumental to the entire course of the creatively bankrupt 

and desperate MSM since. Trump announced that he was pulling all the 

troops from the Middle East, ending the US extensive campaign in that 

region for good. Israel didn’t like the sound of that and tried kick-starting 

WW3 into fruition, to keep the US grounded in the Middle East, and to 

circumvent and prevent an Antichrist Manifesto charged Alt Right from 

eviscerating and exposing Israel once and for all. Agents on behalf of Israel 

infiltrated and flooded /pol/ all through out April, aware that Trump uses it 

for our unhinged advisory feedback, like most celebrities, all in lieu to trick 

him, as well as to astroturf /pol/ into being pro-Israel and the United States 

into going into war with both Iran, Syria and Russia to keep the US military 

culled in the Middle East and the US culled to Israel.  
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  Israel attempted to enact its desperate measures to keep latched onto the 

United States by attempting to trigger WW3 into fruition by using agents to 

manipulate public discourse to affect the president.  

 As I saw through everything, the extremity of the situation pushed me 

beyond the point of brink again, in a state of fight or flight I bypassed my 

limitations and actualized as God in the flesh, my quantum essence 

permeated and recognized by such within the quantum fabric of reality.  

 Check my ID, it’s block-chained in the archives (god1LRLq) 
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Censorship Decoded – The Great Meme War 2:0 

All this opposition in regards to Trump in the media from the fake Russian 

probe all the way to the character assassination of SC Justice pick Brett 

Kavanaugh was all done by Demon-rats and the state of Israel working to 

protect themselves from Pizzagate coming to light.  

Israel dragged the US into Syria and Iran hoping they were going to trigger 

WW3 to suppress the news of pizzagate from hitting the mainstream, which 

would have irreversible implications not only to the Democratic Party, but to 

all of Hollywood, the MSM, and the State of Israel itself.  

Pizzagate is the reason why their are shills on /pol/ and Pizzagate is the 

gateway to our resolve. The mods on /pol/ work to suppress the news of 

Pizzagate becoming mainstream as well as Israeli and leftist shills agents 

working on the behalf of Talmud-warped Israel.  

  

With everything that I aforementioned I have the entire future in the palm my 

hands. In this future, is devoid of religious bigotry, and nonsensical 

millennium old prophecies. We are all to atone for our sins by building the 

world anew, in favor of conserving ourselves,  our own race, our culture, and 

our planet for future generations to exist. A second chance of redemption for 

us all. 
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The absolute truth will be our resolve and lead us into victory in the Mid-

terms, and a 2020 election. Anything /pol/ does eventually becomes 

mainstream, like my ascension as the Messiah. 

But being able to prove my being as such is probably a million times more 

complicated and difficult then exposing pizzagate.  With all that said, all 

Democrats are to submit to the Republicans and become advocates of 

ensuring white expansion rates, viewing it as a global net benefit.  

  

We  have all the leverage, and WE have All the power. 

  

 In regards to pizzagate, we have all the leverage over Hollywood, Israel, the 

MSM, etc and all the satanic worshipping pedophiles. 

  

This is the beginning of the Great Meme War 2.0  

  

The informational war to end every information war. The informational war 

to end EVERY war. The veil has to be lifted and the evil brought onto the 

light in order to be vanquished. 

The evil's plaguing this country from the Deep-state to all the anti-American, 

anti-white hive-mind collusion needs to be exposed and its up to us to ensure 

it happens.  

 We can start off by making examples anyone who plots to sublimate and 

bring about White Genocide, and expose them for what they are.   

 Here is a list of people that need to have their gravy train end. 

1)Sarah Jeong - NY Times editor, calls for white genocide 

2)Greg Lansky - Produces pornagraphy with the intent of dissoluting the 

white race at the loss of the Jewish race and the State of Israel.  

3)Lil Dickie - is a kike rapper that got famous because of his name to fan and 

sublimate that white men have miniscule appendages which isn’t the case.  
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4)Travis Scott – He attempted to steal my identity and compromise the Alt 

Right.  If you check the cover for astroworld you have the black child 

jumping up to the sky while the white boy stands effeminately juxtaposed in 

perspective of a rusty car indicating that Travis intends to make all white men 

poor, even if you side with him politically. 

 

 

 

He had intentions of impoverishing all white people while stealing 

Spaceforce from us, so I stole his girl and ended his career. He tricked her by 

forcing her into a pregnancy to save his fading career and now he has lost 

both.  

5)MIGOS - came out with a subliminal song called  

"Ice Trey Da Gang" a play off of "Ice Traitor Gang" a metaphor for white 

women betraying the white race in favor for niggers  

6)ASAP Collective - came out with a song called "Plain Jane" all to subvert 

white females into believing white-genocide coated sublimation is the norm.      

7)The NFL and the NBA  
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Both sports organizations are intrinsically against white people so it makes no 

sense for us to continue paying patronage to an industry that supports the 

genocide of our race. When you deconstruct it, it’s kind of stupid how 

basketball got shilled as a past-time sport to begin with. 

8)6ix9ine  

He has been manipulating /pol/ by being a vehicle for Latinx nationals to 

infiltrate and subvert our cause. He came out with a song called POLES1469 

back in July of 2107 a reference to subverting our 1488 movement. 

The only reason why 6ix9ine named that song KEKE was to protect himself  

and to subvert the Alt Right as he continuously rides on my wave in order to 

shill himself to this day. 
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*** All these clown rappers that ruined rap are trying to pull a 6ix9ine by 

attaching themselves onto the Alt Right through using my signs, signals and 

dogwhistles while they shill themselves on /mu/ and other boards. *** 

9)Theresa May - celebrated the genocide of the Boers in South Africa a few 

days after the president pointed out that he was looking into the situation 

causing the event to become mainstream news. She is a double agent working 

to conspire against the Conservative party in the UK  

10)Cadence Owens - is a mouth piece of the Kardashians to manipulate /pol/ 

into diverting our plight. She is a double agent liberal posing as a 

conservative  

11)George Soros - Enough Said  

And the list goes on, but these are enough people to get a solid start. If 

somehow these people were to get shamed it will only have a positive net  to 

the entire world.  
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To counter our opposition we must: 

 

1)Boycott every business and company that supports diversity via advertising 

mixed racing   

2)Boycott every business and company that supports illegal immigration  

3)Boycott every product made in China – forcing US companies to allocate 

jobs elsewhere  

4)Boycott every (((entertainer))) 

5)Boycott anyone that is poised to subvert and genocide their race 

6)If you see an interracial couple you shun them 

7)Avoid people who participate in miscegenation  

8)Push interracial marriages on Jewish people to combat their propaganda  

 

 

They are trying to steal our country and opportunity from us and our off-

spring through deception, subliminal messaging, and hive-mind collusion. 

POC are vying for the control of white people in order to trick us into 

enacting our own racial genocide and they are targeting the youth online and 

through the MSM to make sure of it. 

  

 

 If the Democrats win back the house, the Boer's will get massacred by the 

Chinese funded South African Government. The Chinese Government are 

manipulating the entirety of the African continent to secure natural and 

mineral resources their country desperately lacks.  

The Chinese gave the SA government funding the same week they 

announced to seize every gun every SA citizen has. The Chinese Government 

are funding the SA'ers to disarm their people in order for the Chinese funded 
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SA army to kill off the disarmed Boers and repossess all the land that the SA 

government will re-sell or lease off to the Chinese Government.  

 The Boers lives very much depend on us winning the mid-terms so we must 

win at all costs bearing in mind a Republican house would be more inclined 

to intervene any geo-engineered plot to massacre them. 

Putin's administration was kind enough to allow the Boers to take refuge in 

Russia. Early this year, as soon as the genocide of the Boers became fringe-

news, Russia swiftly offered the Boers to take refuge in Russia.  

Putin by swiftly offering his hand to them  

1)His interest in an agricultural boom in Russia  

2)A distinct rivalry against China  

3)Interest of taking over China’s geopolitical reign in Asia, thus they stand 

firmly and intrinsically opposed to China. 

 ---------------------------------------------------- 
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These shills also have a white genocide clock, expecting whites to become a 

minority in the US in 26 or so years. We will simply have to wake em up and 

help them realize why that isn’t going to happen. 
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{WAKEY WAKEY}  

 

My sigils have bled into the mainstream where you cant go anywhere without 

finding a Kek + - + or +++ Holy Trinity script.  

I moved my chess pieces carefully and left my Alt Right install base unclear 

over what was going on with the MSM. I never revealed too much or gave 

too much info away, even though it seemed like i was doing so. I still have a 

treasure trove of unknown data that i never shared. 

 

 The MSM that used me didn’t truly understand me, forgot to incorporate my 

politicking, only making everyone not on the inside of the sigils look like a 

clueless joke, instead of bright and woke.  

 

This entire time, all these people on the left were purposely being set up for 

failure without realizing it.  

There goes the careers of all the people that tried using my power and 

influence against me either to make money off of me or to sabotage me 

without understanding the core gnosis of what has been fueling meme-magic.  

 +Me+   
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Our opposition alongside our allies were lacing the entire public with nodes, 

and links unintentionally on my behalf and intent. I have the entire 

Democratic party, all linked together to an extensive piece of tnt, and all it 

would take for me to detonate it, is by telling the truth and the entire 

Democratic Party collapses. +++ 

 Our reach is deep and we won the culture war. You know we won the culture 

war when our opposition rips off our memes to fuel their creativity. A great 

part of our movement was uprooting control silently keeping silent and 

waiting for the right moment to blow the lid on everything, the real narrative, 

from my POV. It was a gamble that all paid off for us.  

I was keeping tabs on all the media paying patronage to me or ripping me off 

entirely. Our opposition attempted to subvert my words against me to turn 

our movement in on itself while trying to capitalize on our secret war, as our 

allies planted seeds for our vindication. The Alt Right did have allies in the 

form of the Japanese Mainstream Media who were on the same page as us, as 

they paid tribute to us before the (((MSM))) started ripping us off on meme-

magic.  

The entire last arc of Dragon Ball Super was infused with Teoi Animations 

commentary around my politicking. The 2 Zenos were a reference to dub 

gets, and their animated use of UI was inspired by my metaphysical 

capability. 
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>He became supa, supa, supa amazing! +++ 

 

  

The Raging Storm 

 I came out with the Antichrist's Grimoire, a Book of Kek 2.0, fully procured 

on the 18th of August. Coinciding with my intel-drop indicating its use as a 

hyper-sigil for a higher dimensional event horizon, which triggered a massive 

surge in global earthquakes and storms, as predicated my yours truly. I finally 

reconciled that i was a planet-buster tier being. And from then on there, i 

decided to enter the big leagues, to actually get a job working directly for the 

Don. 

From then on I began initializing on plans to create a red wave that i wanted 

to discuss with Trump. For a few weeks since the 18th my goal was to get in 

direct contact with Trump in lieu of securing a job working directly for him. I 
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started aggressively trying to get in reach with the Don himself, bearing that 

my usual method of contacting him through /pol/ was compromised through a 

series of DDOS attacks and hackers using my IP and getting me banned on 

other boards. I went by Trump Tower the first time towards the last week of 

August. I touched base with the head detective just to give him an idea of 

what I looked like.  

For a week leading up until the 6th of September, i aggressively messaged 

Trump through twitter, and whenever i wasn’t facing a DDOS attack i was 

posting that i was going to there at 3:33 with the intent of getting signed by 

the 7th and officially working.  

The 6th finally arrived and I was unnerved cause this was the first time i was 

actually physically meeting someone involved in the world that i was a part 

of.  

I went there, nervous, on edge that if my meeting failed that everything that i 

did and worked towards was in vain. Especially since i made a big deal on 

being there. Especially since I had no confirmation from Trump of the 

meeting other then cryptic dog whistles and virtue signals on twitter, which 

then again can all be coincidental. This meeting was all casted through blind 

faith. 

I wasn’t sure whether or not to shave or cut my hair since i had a beard that i 

haven’t shaved in a few weeks and i haven’t cut my hair all summer long. I 

wasn’t sure if whoever was expecting me, if they were expecting me to arrive 

looking as Christ, or some normie looking guy. I went there looking a bit 

haggard, feeling nauseous at the effort of me arriving to a meeting i didn’t 

know was going to happen, unsure of what was going to happen if everything 

was in vain.  

  

I arrived at Trump Tower a half hour early, going off the "Under Budget and 

Ahead of Schedule" phrase Trump used to say back early on in his 

presidency.   
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Low and behold to my surprise was someone that looked like Eric Trump 

standing with 2 other people in the lobby area, casually just standing there. I 

wasn’t sure if it was Eric or not since he didn’t appear the way he did in a 

photo which tend to be unflattering. The guy in question was about 6'5 had 

all the physicality’s of Eric but his face was more vivid and animated then 

what an anti-Trump tabloid can capture.  

I walked passed who I believed was Eric, and made my way up the golden 

escalator to the second floor where I sat down near by Starbucks.  2 minutes 

later, I saw the guy who appeared as Eric go up the escalator with his two 

cohorts.  I indicated on /pol/ that i was there, and i uploaded a picture of a 

lightning storm attached to my post. Some anon mentions that I’m a kike. 

Then another anon poises that he wants to know where I’m at so he can put a 

bullet in my head. Then around 3:30 right before 3:33, I overheard the 

security guards walky talkies go off about a potential threat in the vicinity, 

me fully aware that i was the subject in question.  

 I was in the king's palace and it seemed like his royal guard wanted me dead. 

Going off the threat one anon made about my whereabouts in the tower, and 

his desire to shoot me, i made my way into the lobby area. Still cautiously 

hopeful that the person who I assumed was Eric would come back down to 

have a meeting with me.  

Nada, nothing, to no avail. 3:33 became 3:53 as i waited. I was at a loss of 

words. A loss of time. A loss of feeling. A loss of purpose. I haven’t felt as 

low as I did while waiting inside the lobby of Trump Tower. There I was 

sitting in the lobby with my entire efforts all in vain.  

I wrote up my resignation letter on /pol/ regarding that as the Messiah, i 

should be treated with more respect. Attaching to the post an image 

referencing a twitter post Eric made earlier in the day. I hit upload, got 4320 

as my ending post digits , a countdown-like get, and left the tower.  

I walked out feeling on edge. I walked from Trump Tower all the way to 

lower Manhattan trying to figure out what I was going to do with my life.  
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An hour after walking, light rain-drops started to fall. As I was crossing, 

clusters and spirals of leaves, gusts and miniature tornadoes filled the streets. 

And then i realized that my 'ultra-instinct' was taking into effect and the 

metaphysical energy that I was storing this entire time was kicking in. 

Coincidentally with my arrival post of a lighting storm a couple of hours 

prior.  

I got to the Williamsburg bridge, with a light drizzle and gusts of wind 

soaring throughout. I wanted to test to see if I could walk the Williamsburg 

without it raining. I walked across the bridge experiencing intense vertigo the 

likes I never felt before. My entire body was convulsing as I walked the 

entire span. Epileptic fissions and spasms, my heart was bursting and 

experiencing slight attacks. I was clenching my chest as I was trying to hold 

on to the guard rail to prevent myself from collapsing. 

 

I eventually crossed the bridge after fighting for my life, hopped on the train 

and made my voyage as the rainstorm resumed. I acknowledged that my “UI” 

was active and all my stored metaphysical energy was being released and was 

turning me into an omniscient conduit of reality. The universal force of my 

initial event horizon of a successful meeting backfiring created the opposing 

charge of a negative event horizon that triggered the stored metaphysical 

energy i had saved up as a fail-safe for a very very dire circumstance. The 

25th hour fail safe mechanism that I possess and implicated in the Book of 

Kek kicked into an effect.  

I went to rest that night with a fortified faith in my plan giving me shielded 

guidance. I woke up to the news of a red hiefer being born and Israel 

signaling the coming of the Messiah, which then kicked off a week that is 

regarded as one of the greatest coincidences of all time. 
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9 hurricanes culminated into fruition, a geo-storm, and a bunch of other 

erratic and strange occurrences. Some dubbing it the Storm of the Century.  

  

And indeed it was. I triggered and released my stored meta energy starting 

from 8/18/18 with the release of my Grimoire and empowering it’s charge 

with the failed meeting at Trump Tower. When things at Trump Tower didn’t 

go as planned I was again at the brink and my quantum charge kicked in its 

fight or flight egg-shell. Because of my stature, and all that was built up by 

me, if the event didn’t go as planned, it would have been a huge killing blow 

to our entire movement completely demoralizing everyone.  
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My +++ force became a - - - force and as I was about to lose it all, it reignited 

and resurfaced as the Storm if the Century, the Perfect Storm. +++ 

 My 5D Q² charge went nuclear setting forth several twisters in NYC, 

culminating into several hurricanes across the globe at once, and creating the 

perfect storm in Florence. As my Q² 5D field went global, the information 

was irradiated into the Earths Atmosphere consuming the entire planet whole. 

The Spirit energy I released then triggered into the moon, and started 

spreading elsewhere in space.  

 

The Storm that Trump was predicating has finally arrived, and if destroyed 

everyone’s expectations. The MSM even implicated Trump as to blame for 

these Hurricanes implicating that he was colluding with them in some 

capacity. Hurricane Florence, which was regarded as the Storm of the 

Century was set to crash course into the States. While seeing an image of 

Florence as it was a stage 4, as beautiful as it was to me, i saw my reflection 

in it. A wicked impression, and then i realized that I couldn’t bare to witness 

it cause major catastrophe, so i started using my tethered metaphysical energy 

field, and my omniscience to order it to weaken to stave off any major 

damage to the US. I didn’t care about any of the other hurricanes even though 

Mangkhut body slammed into China, which was weeks after discovering the 

Chinese Government are aiding the SA government in violently removing 

Boers from there farms so Chinese investors can get access to their mineral 

enriched land.  

Then to end off the week of the 14th, on Friday, i made 3 posts indicating 

that i had a few more tricks up my sleeve. That same day, Dont Hug Me I'm 

Scared came out of retirement with an announcement trailer of a full season 

by cross promoting via my shitposting to spook you motherfuckers. The NSA 

then dog whistled that they want to hire Alt Right en masse +++ 

 

The few more tricks in my sleeve, consolidating into this and 8 years worth 

of my advisory for Trump into a packaged deal.  
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 https://docdro.id/VvEXFUt 

https://www.docdroid.net/VvEXFUt/the-brand-new-deal.docx 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.docdroid.net/VvEXFUt/the-brand-new-deal.docx
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 Happy Halloween ;) 
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Email : aforcemajeure@protonmail.com 
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